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Introduction
Attached is the Mt Hood Community College (MHCC) Ad Hoc Report as requested by NWCCU in a letter
dated February 3, 2020, as a result of the committee’s findings during MHCC’s Fall 2019 Mid-Cycle
Evaluation. This Ad Hoc Report addresses Recommendation 3 of MHCC’s earlier Fall 2016 Year Seven
Evaluation, Mission Fulfillment and Sustainability.

NWCCU’s Recommendation 3 reads:
The Commission recommends that Mt. Hood Community College collaboratively develop a
college-wide systematic approach to assessing student learning within general education and
programs. Such an approach should:
a) Provide faculty with guidance in assessing student learning outcomes at the general
education, program, and college levels.
b) Develop reporting systems so that the results of the assessment of student learning
at each level can be systematically used to improve instruction (2020 Standards: 1.C.6,
1.C.7).
1.C.6 Consistent with its mission, the institution establishes and assesses, across all associate and
bachelor level programs or within a General Education curriculum, institutional learning outcomes
and/or core competencies. Examples of such learning outcomes and competencies include, but are not
limited to, effective communication skills, global awareness, cultural sensitivity, scientific and
quantitative reasoning, critical analysis and logical thinking, problem solving, and/or information
literacy.
1.C.7 The institution uses the results of its assessment efforts to inform academic and learning-support
planning and practices to continuously improve student learning outcomes.

Institutional Response to Recommendation
In Spring of 2017, the Assessment Action Team (AAT) was formed to guide the development of
institutional educational assessment. Along with the department of Analytics and Institutional Research
(AIR) the AAT began working to address the recommendations MHCC received during their Fall 2016
Accreditation visit in regard to systematic Course, Program and College level assessment of student
learning. The team identified three key parts of student learning assessment that required attention at
the institutional level: course outcome assessment; program outcome mapping and assessment; and
general education outcome mapping and assessment (see pg. 14 of the 2019 Mid-Cycle report, Standard
2.C.2). In 2019, the AAT and AIR continued focus on these three key areas, building and expanding on
the work of previous years. MHCC has made tremendous progress in the development of software and
systems for the collection and review of assessment data; in the development of institutional outcomes;
and in the alignment of assessment and planning.
One important objective of the AAT has been to ensure that systems work together and build on the
past. MHCC’s Outcome Assessment page began as a place for faculty to enter and view the results of
course outcome assessments. As the system evolves, faculty can now enter program outcome data,
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view program maps and assessment dashboards, and see how outcomes assessments result in actions.
Soon, the page will also house institutional student learning outcomes. Because academic assessment is
done with the ultimate goal of improving student learning, all assessments can be linked to actions via
MHCC’s strategic planning software, Unit Planning. Finally, faculty can “close the loop” on assessments
by going completing a second review on assessment dashboards. The feature is currently available for
program outcomes and will soon be available for institutional outcomes as well.

Course Outcome Assessments
As described in MHCC’s 2019 Mid-Cycle Self-Evaluation to NWCCU, the college rolled out a plan to
assess course outcomes beginning in Fall 2018. Based on an AAT proposal, AIR developed an interactive
Course Outcomes Assessment web form and reporting system to collect course outcome assessments.
Faculty use a rating scale of “met successfully” to “did not meet” for each outcome, and can optionally
include recommendations for each outcome, which can be tied to actions within MHCC’s strategic
planning software, Unit Planning. Faculty work together in individual departments to define the
threshold of each rating, to review assessments, and to make plans for addressing assessment
recommendations.
Roll-out began in Fall 2018 with trainings during the all-faculty in-service event. Training focused on
utilizing the new process and software to document assessment of Course Learning Outcomes. During
the 2018-19 academic year, faculty were expected to capture assessment for at least one section each
term. Meetings of Full-time and Part-time faculty were held in Winter and Spring term of 2019 to discuss
the results of course outcome assessment, and to come up with plans for improvement. Faculty were
asked to enter plans into Unit Planning, MHCC’s strategic planning database. Additional faculty trainings
were held during Fall 2019 all-faculty in-service. For 2019-20 and 20-21, faculty were asked to assess all
courses, and to continue discussion and planning at the department level.
An example of course assessment tied to planning can be seen in the Physical Therapy Assistant
program. In reviewing course outcomes for PTA102L, Physical Therapy Interventions Lab 2, it was found
that the program was lacking clinical equipment necessary for students to demonstrate the listed
outcomes. It was also determined that a media smart room was needed to make full utilization of online
learning resources to address the course outcomes. These recommendations were tied directly to
actions in MHCC Unit Planning software. Repairs are planned for instructional equipment to ensure a
sufficient number are available when needed. To address media room needs, the PTA lab will receive a
technological upgrade to enable instructors to efficiently stream and project instructional videos.
Since its initial roll out in 2018, Course Outcomes Assessments were regularly used by 65% of full-time
faculty. In the coming year, the college will focus on enhancing support resources while emphasizing a
connection with Unit Planning. While the majority of faculty are aware of Course Outcome Assessments,
many are not yet aware of the connection with MHCC’s strategic planning software, Unit Planning. In
the 2021-22 academic year, AIR will host focused faculty training sessions on various aspects of planning
and assessment with a special emphasis on tying departmental actions in Unit Planning to assessment
results. AIR, with the collaboration of faculty on the AAT, will also create more robust support resources
on the web, including short video sessions, assessment templates and a library of links.
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Program Outcome Mapping and Assessment
The AAT and AIR developed a software for the mapping of course outcomes to program learning
outcomes, which was piloted with two programs in the 2018‐2019 Academic Year. The AAT’s original
timeline would have had programs utilizing the software beginning in Fall 2019, and the development of
outcome assessment software to follow. Before the program mapping software was rolled out, MHCC
acquired Courseleaf, a catalog management system, which included a mapping component. Since the
functionality already existed in Courseleaf and would require less college resources, a decision was
made to stop development on AIR’s mapping software. In Fall 2020, with the final roll-out of the course
management portion of Courseleaf, it became clear that the mapping portion of Courseleaf would not
meet college’s needs and required even more resources to connect to the existing assessment tool.
After multiple challenges in extracting data from Courseleaf, the college made the decision to revert to
the original AIR-developed software for both mapping and assessment of program outcomes.
Throughout 2020, AIR continued to work on development of the assessment component of the program
outcome software. In Winter and Spring of 2021, four programs piloted the assessment portion of the
software, with largely positive feedback from participants. The pilot was a condensed version of a
program review cycle, which would allow for a full year of assessment results. The software was piloted
by the following programs: Accounting, Dental Hygiene, Natural Resources, and Automotive Technology.
In Fall of 2021, program mapping software will roll out to all faculty with a goal to have 100% of
programs mapped by the end of the 2021-22 academic year. During the pilot, each program was asked
to test this feature by mapping courses to program outcomes, and to identify courses where each
program outcome would be assessed. The image below shows an example of a map for a single
outcome in the Dental Hygiene program. Users can scroll through to see maps for each outcome
individually. The colors on each course indicate whether the program outcome is introduced, reinforced
or mastered. Program faculty can also indicate one or more courses where this program outcome will be
assessed. In the map below, a star indicates that course #DH223 will be used to assess program
outcome three.
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The program assessment module will also roll out to all faculty in Fall 2021. The goal is to have one-third
of programs using the software at the end of the 2021-22 academic year, and 100% usage by the end of
2022-23. The first step of the assessment is done by course instructors. If an instructor teaches a course
aligned to a program outcome, they will see a program assessment module on their course assessment
dashboard. Following through with the previous example, the image below shows the instructor view
for Dental Hygiene course #DH223. The instructor indicates what type of classroom assessment will be
used as the measure (exam, portfolio, assignment, etc.). The instructor then identifies the score
students will achieve if they’ve successfully attained the program outcome, and the percentage of
students that should achieve that score. If the “success threshold” is attained, then program students
have, on the whole, attained that program outcome. If results fall below the “warning threshold,” the
outcome will be flagged for more in-depth review by program faculty. While the decision will be left up
to program faculty, it will be recommended that programs meet to set scores and thresholds
consistently as across courses.
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When the above assignment is completed and graded, faculty can use a simple yes/no checkbox to
indicate whether each student has attained the pre-determined score (student names have been
removed from the example):

The next step in the assessment module is the program outcome dashboard. The dashboard shows a list
of program outcomes that can be dropped down. Each outcome has two components – a results
component that shows the results for all courses aligned with that outcome, and a review component
where faculty can review a full set of results. The dashboard is designed to help faculty easily complete
and document full assessment loop, from results, to review, to action, and back for final review. It will
be recommended that faculty review all program outcomes at least once in a three-year cycle, even if
assessment results have been successful. Review can be done with just course results or can include
additional metrics as determined by the program.
Since the pilot only ran for two quarters, faculty did not get a chance to review a full set of data, but
they were able to test the feature. Continuing with the Dental Hygiene example, the image below shows
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course #DH223, as it appears on the program outcome dashboard, under the appropriate program
outcome. Since the success threshold was achieved, it wasn’t necessary to review the course. Instead,
the program decided to review another measure for this program outcome – license board exams. The
review component below shows that these results were reviewed by program faculty in May. After
completing a review, faculty are asked to create an action by entering a “tactic” in Unit Planning
(MHCC’s strategic planning software). Clicking the “add tactic” button will automatically start a new
tactic in the department’s Unit Plan. The final step will be to return for a second review of results, to
determine if actions have had the intended results (i.e., closing the loop).

In addition to the example used above, results from the pilot demonstrated that faculty made evidencebased changes to programs grounded in the review of assessment data. In the Natural Resources
Technology program, student fieldwork assignments were aligned with two program outcomes. An 85%
success threshold was set for both assignments, with 84% of students meeting the requirements on
both tasks. Because both assignments fell just short of the success threshold, faculty reviewed the
course and found that students needed greater guidance for first-time fieldwork and needed greater
consistency with the fieldwork sites used. Additionally, faculty acknowledged that the change to online
courses this term affected student learning. Faculty made the following changes for 2021-22: a single
fieldwork will be used for fieldwork assignments; faculty will provide students with a clear, formatted
outline of expectations during fieldwork; courses will change from asynchronous to synchronous format,
regardless of whether courses are online or in person.
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Some changes were also made in the Automotive Technology program. Faculty identified an exam to
assess whether students were meeting the automatic transmission outcome, with a success threshold of
80%. Because only 54% of students met the requirements of the outcome, faculty reviewed the course
and found no consistency in the missed questions. There was a correlation between missed questions
and homework completion in the same topic. Because the students normally perform better on this
exam, it was also determined that the switch to online courses affected student performance. In 202122, faculty will provide study groups before each exam to help students better understand the
materials. Faculty will also promote free tutoring sessions through the college’s learning center.
General faculty feedback from the pilot was largely positive, with only small suggested changes to the
interface. Pilot faculty agreed that the software will bring greater ease to the collection, review and
reporting of program outcome data. The official roll-out to all CTE program faculty will begin with a
training session at the Fall 2021 all-faculty in-service session. Based on the pilot and feedback from the
AAT, the final software will include mapping down to the course outcome level, rather than only to the
course level.

Core Outcome Development
In 2019, the AAT recommended that MHCC focus on college-level assessment as part of a three-pronged
assessment approach along with course-level and program-level assessment. Initially the AAT
recommended assessment of general education requirements. In 2019 the General Education Action
Team revised the general education outcomes and created specific criteria for each outcome so that
courses could be evaluated to determine whether they meet those criteria. In Fall of the same year
faculty began aligning their courses with general education outcomes according to the new criteria.
Course learning outcomes are regularly assessed for all courses, as described starting on pg. 2. Initially
these course outcome assessments were used to measures student achievement of general education
outcomes in aligned courses.
Courses meeting the criteria therefore meet that specific general education outcome. Course learning
outcomes are assessed on a regular basis and the results of this assessment can be used to measure
student achievement of general education outcomes. Starting Fall 2019, faculty will map course
outcomes to general education outcomes in order to count the course as satisfying general education
outcomes. After further discussion, college leadership decided to shift assessment focus to more widely
relevant institutional outcome that would apply not just to general education programs, but to all MHCC
degree programs.
In Spring 2020, Dr. Al McQuarters, VP of Instruction, charged the Assessment Action Team (AAT) with
developing a set of “Core Outcomes” to be applied universally throughout the curriculum of all program
and degree paths at MHCC. The AAT is a committee with broad faculty representation normally charged
with the development of institutional educational assessment, and would eventually be responsible for
development of and assessment plan for Core Outcomes. Because of it’s understanding of assessment
needs, its broad faculty representation, and its proven efficacy as a working committee, the AAT was
identified as the best place for the development of Core Outcomes.
Core Outcomes can be defined as broad, institutional learning outcomes that outline the knowledge,
skills and attitudes that all students will develop as a result of their experiences at MHCC. These
outcomes will not be met by a single course but will be woven throughout the curriculum. While MHCC
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does have general education outcomes in place, these are largely mandated by the state, do not apply
equally to all instructional educational activities, and have no requirement for institutional assessment.
By contrast, Core Outcomes are defined by MHCC faculty, apply to all programs and degree paths, and
are designed with assessment in mind. (see Appendix E for a diagram of interrelated outcomes at
MHCC). Having a set of clearly defined institutional learning outcomes is the first step in identifying gaps
in student learning and implementing changes to improve student success across the institution.
In the 2020-21 academic year, the AAT worked to draft a set of universal Core Outcomes using the
method developed by Dr. Jon Mueller in Authentic Assessment Toolbox. During the development
process, the AAT met with faculty several times to gather feedback including the Faculty Senate, the
Curriculum Committee, and a feedback session during Faculty In-Service in September 2020. In October
2020 the AAT completed the initial draft and has passed the draft Core Outcomes up the committee
structure to the Institutional Effectiveness Council (IEC). The IEC continued to gather feedback, holding
additional sessions at Faculty Senate and at an all-managers meeting. The draft Core Outcomes were
approved by IEC on May 4th, 2021 and sent to the Presidents Council for final approval. On May 18th the
Core Outcomes received final approval by the President’s Council to be implemented in Fall of 2021.
After completing the draft outcomes, the AAT began work on a Core Outcome assessment plan. Core
Outcomes will be aligned with courses and programs, tied to student learning activities, and backed by
evidence of student learning. After reviewing models of institutional assessment, the team has drafted
the main components of an assessment plan and will continue work when the committee reconvenes in
Fall 2021. The drafted elements are as follows:
-

Assessment method
o Core Outcomes will be mapped to courses throughout the college.
o Departments will designate assessment courses for each outcome. In assessment
courses, faculty will use a rubric to evaluate student work.
o Rubrics will be developed based on AACU’s VALUE rubrics.
o Rubrics can be edited by departments, as long as a single rubric is used consistently
across the department.

-

Timeline
o Two Core Outcomes will be chosen by the college to review each year. All departments
will review the same outcomes and will follow up by closing the loop on those same
outcomes in the following year.
o Time is also needed for mapping, rubric selection and editing, selection of courses to be
evaluated, and reviewing results of assessment.

-

Closing the Loop/continuous improvement
o Review of results will happen at the department level and college-wide by a Core
Outcomes Committee.
o Time should be allotted for departmental review of assessment work.

-

Core Outcome Committee
o Reviews the results of Core Outcome assessment, suggest topics to be addressed, and
make overall institutional recommendations (in addition to self-recommendations at the
department level).
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o

Reviews the overall process of core outcome assessment and makes recommendations
for changes.

Beginning in Fall 2021, faculty will be able to map courses to Core Outcomes. The goal for all currently
running courses to be mapped to at least one Core Outcome by the end of each quarter, with 100% of
Core Outcome mapping completed by the end of the 2021-22 academic year. A simple mapping
component has been added to courses in MHCC’s catalog management software, Courseleaf. Faculty
will be able to use checkboxes to indicate which Core Outcome(s) align with their course. An
introduction and tutorial will be shared during all-faculty in-service training at the beginning of Fall term.
In Fall 2021, the AAT will continue development of the assessment plan, with a goal of completing the
draft plan at the end of Fall 2021. The AAT will also identify faculty to work simultaneously on rubric
development, while the AAT focuses on the specific implications of the assessment plan for faculty and
departments, as follows:
-

Roles and responsibilities of departments and individual faculty
o What will be the specific expectations for departments? (How many courses must be
mapped and assessed per year? Will all courses be assessed if they are mapped to a
core outcome, or will the department choose assessment courses? What will be the
expectations on closing the loop on already assessed courses?)
o How will faculty specifically use the rubric in a course? The AAT has discussed reporting
rubric results by student on a specific assignment, done separately from grading.

-

Review of results
o How will faculty review assessment results?
o What will be the specific requirements for reporting the use of results? How often will
reviews be reported, and what will the report include?

-

Resources – what resources will be needed for faculty to complete this work?
o What will be needed in terms of work hours or dedicated assessment days?
o What training resources will be needed?
o In addition to training, what support resources and documentation will faculty need?

Beginning in Winter 2022, the AAT will work closely with AIR on the development of software tools. AIR
will focus on tools for data collection that integrate with already existing AIR tools. Similar what was
created for Program Outcomes (see pg. 3), AIR will also develop tools for review of results, tying results
to actions, and closing the assessment loop. In Spring 2022, AIR will begin piloting software. Also, in
Spring 2022, all academic departments will begin to select assessment courses for the 2022-23 academic
year. Departments will have the option to edit a rubric, or to use the rubrics as presented.
Starting with Fall 2022-23, all faculty will begin assessment work in pre-selected courses, using AIRdeveloped software for data submission. Pilot faculty from the previous year will review their results
and create action plans. Beginning in 2023-24, all faculty will complete a review of results.
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Conclusion
MHCC continues to be committed to the systematic development and effective use of tools to support
student learning assessment at all levels. Through faculty feedback and collaboration, the college has
worked to build an assessment structure for meaningful improvement. Faculty software provides
consistency and transparency while promoting connections between assessment and planning. Training
and support resources provide a conducive environment for implementation. Dashboards and reports
ensure timely and efficient access to data. Development continues to focus on faculty support,
continuous improvement in student learning, and improvement of assessment systems and processes.
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Appendix A – Overview of Outcome Assessment Processes at MHCC

Course
Outcome
Assessment

Purpose
Continuously
review and assess
whether students
are, on the whole,
achieving stated
learning outcomes
in courses.

Program
Mapping
(CTE
programs)

Reveal strengths,
gaps and
redundancies in
program and
course outcomes.
Identify points in
the curriculum for
Program Outcome
Assessment.

Program
Outcome
Assessment
(CTE
Programs)

Continuously
review and assess
whether students
are, on the whole,
achieving program
learning
outcomes.

Core
Outcome
Assessment

Continuously
review and assess
whether students
are, on the whole,
achieving
universal MHCC
learning
outcomes.
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What’s done
At the end of each term,
faculty assess course
leaning outcomes for all
sections. Results and
recommendations for
changes are entered by
faculty in the Course
Outcome Assessment
database online.
Each course outcome is
mapped to a program
outcome. A level of
mastery is defined
(Introduced, Reinforced,
Mastered). Courses are
identified for assessment
of Program Outcomes.

Program faculty use the
program map to
designate specific
courses/assignments to
use in determining
whether students are
achieving the program
outcomes. Faculty define
success thresholds for
those assignments and
course faculty enter the
assignment results on a
course page.
Faculty identify at least
one Core Outcome to
align with each course.

Frequency/
Responsibility
Every Term by
Faculty, Deans

How it’s used
Faculty meet in their
departments every term to
discuss assessment results
and recommendations, and
to create a plan for
improvement. Action plans
are entered in the Unit
Planning database online.

The map is
reviewed and
updated annually
by Faculty

Program maps are used to
review curriculum layout,
improve any gaps or
redundancies, and to help
identify the best places in
the curriculum to perform
program outcome
assessment.

Assessment
courses are
identified annually
during mapping
by faculty and
deans. Course
results are
entered by faculty
every term.
Review of results
is done annually
by faculty and
deans.
Every term by
faculty actively
teaching a course.

Program faculty review the
results of at least two
outcomes annually. All
outcomes are reviewed at
least once every 5 years.
Outcome review is logged
in the Program Outcome
Assessment database and
is tied to specific plans for
improvement in the Unit
Planning database.

Core Outcome Mapping
will lay the groundwork for
assessment and review of
Course Outcomes
beginning in 2022.
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Appendix B – Timeline for MHCC Assessment Projects
Milestones for 2021 – 2022
Course
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 50% of recommendations from 2021 Course Outcome
Assessments will be tied to at least one tactic in the Unit Planning database.

Program
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of CTE Programs will be mapped, and 1/3 of CTE Programs
will have entered a program review in the Program Outcome Assessment database.

Core
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of courses will be aligned to at least one Core Outcome.

Core
Outcomes

By the end of Winter 2021, a Core Outcome Assessment plan will be completed.

Core
Outcomes

By the end of Winter 2021, a set of Core Outcome rubrics will be developed for faculty
use in assessing Core Outcomes.

Milestones for 2022 – 2023
Course
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of recommendations from 2021 Course Outcome
Assessments will be tied to at least one tactic in the Unit Planning database.

Program
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of CTE Programs will have entered a program review in
the Program Outcome Assessment database.

Core
Outcomes

By the end of the year, all programs and departments will have assessed at least one
Core Outcome using a rubrics-based system.

Milestones for 2023 – 2024
Program
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of CTE Programs will have closed the assessment loop by
re-visiting program reviews and plans from 2022-23. Programs will review updated
results to determine if actions led to improved results.

Core
Outcomes

By the end of the year, all departments and programs will review assessment results
from 2022-23 and create action plans.

Milestones for 2024 – 2025
Core
Outcomes

By the end of the year, 100% of departments and programs will have closed the
assessment loop by re-visiting Core Outcome action plans. Programs will review
updated results to determine if actions led to improved results.
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Appendix C – Program Assessment User Guide

Program Assessment User Guide

Mt. Hood Community College
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Program Assessment User Guide
•••

Program Assessment Software Overview
Since it’s creation in 2017, the Assessment Action Team (AAT) has worked to create a system of
interrelated assessment tools for the systematic review and improvement of student learning at
the course, program and College level. Among its recommendations, the AAT identified the
need for program mapping as the first step in consistent, College-wide assessment of program
outcomes. Over the past year, the office of Analytics and Institutional Research (AIR), in
partnership with the AAT, has created a tool for mapping course outcomes to CTE Program
outcomes. An assessment feature was added to the map to tie course-level assessments to
overall program review. Finally, a program assessment dashboard was added to provide an
overview of assessment results, and to link review of results to Unit Planning software.
This guide will walk program faculty through all the steps of adding maps, assessments, and
program reviews to the Program Outcome software. We encourage CTE Program faculty to
attend mapping and assessment trainings in 2021-22 to gain a better understanding of how all
these pieces fit together.

Program Outcome Assessment Timeline 2021-2023
❖ Fall 2021 Program faculty attend at least on training on program mapping and
program outcome assessment.
❖ Fall and Winter 2021-22 Program faculty meet and create a plan for program
mapping.
❖ Fall and Winter 2021-22 Faculty can begin mapping course outcomes to
program outcomes in Program Assessment software.
❖ Fall and Winter 2021-22 Early adopters can begin entering program assessments
for 2021-22 (optional).
❖ Winter and Spring 2021-22 Early adopters can begin reviewing assessment results
and entering program reviews (optional).
❖ Spring 2022 Mapping should be complete for all programs. Copy map over to
2022-23 and make updates.
❖ 2022-23 Program faculty complete assessments for all courses linked to program
outcome assessment.
❖ Fall 2022 Program faculty attend at least one training on program outcome
assessment.
❖ Fall-Spring 2022-23 Program faculty meet at least once to review program
outcome assessment results and create lined tactics for Unit Planning.
❖ Spring 2023 All programs have reviewed at least two program outcomes.
❖ Spring 2023 Copy map over for 2023-24 and make any necessary adjustments.
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Program Assessment User Guide
•••

Program Mapping
Program mapping creates a visual map showing the alignment between Program Outcomes
and Course Outcomes. Mapping will help with course sequencing and will reveal any gaps,
strengths and redundancies in program curricula. Once courses are mapped, faculty will be
able to identify key points in the curriculum to assess overall student attainment of program
outcomes.

Where to Begin Mapping
The best place to begin mapping is with a program faculty meeting. Mapping is meant to be
a participatory process, and should reflect broad faculty input. During your meeting, decide
on the best approach for your particular program. You may want to start with reviewing your
curriculum layout as a team, or with review of your existing program map if you have one.
Another approach is to just jump right in and start mapping. Program faculty can follow the
steps below to align their course outcomes to program outcomes. Once completed, you will
see a visual program map for 2021-22 on your program dashboard. Program faculty can then
review the map together to determine whether it correlates with program expectations, and
make any necessary adjustments.

Mapping Course Outcomes
To begin mapping course outcomes, head to the “Programs” tab of the AIR Outcome
Assessment website: https://air.mhcc.edu/OutcomeAssessment/Program
Search for your program or scroll down the list to find your program. Click on “view current” to
begin working on this year’s map.
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Program Assessment User Guide
•••
On the current map, you’ll see that “Program Outcome 1” is selected. Use the arrows to scroll
through and view the maps for each outcome. Below each outcome, you’ll see a grid of all
the program’s courses by term. Gray courses are not mapped to this particular outcome, and
blue course show the level of mastery from lightest (introduced), medium blue (reinforced), or
darkest (mastered).
Important Note: If you do not see courses when you’re ready to map, please contact
air@mhcc.edu
We are manually entering curriculum layouts, and will prioritize your program when you are
ready to start mapping.

Scroll through to view the map for
each program outcome

Outcome text

Click on your course to begin
mapping
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Program Assessment User Guide
•••

Clicking on your course (from any program outcome page) will take you to a grid where you
can align your course outcomes to the program outcomes they fulfill. For each course
outcome on the left hand column, find one or more program outcomes to align with. Use the
drop-down to select the level of mastery for that outcome. If you select different levels of
mastery for the same program outcome, the highest level will be reflected on the program
map.

 this course
outcome is aligned
to the program
outcome above 
at the introductory
level.

For this exercise, it’s not required for every course outcome to align to a program outcome.
However, if you have course outcomes that don’t align with any program outcomes, we
recommend you take a closer look at those course outcomes when you review your program.
You may find that you don’t need that course outcome or that your program needs to add a
new outcome to align with it.

Identifying Assessment Courses
Once all your program’s courses are mapped, you can decide which courses will be used to
assess program outcomes. Program faculty can start by reviewing the completed program
map to decide on the best points in the curriculum to assess each outcome.
The purpose of program outcome assessment is to determine if, on the whole, students are
achieving the program outcomes. Looking at student achievement data can help your
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Program Assessment User Guide
•••
program identify gaps in overall student attainment of each outcome. Results can tell you, for
example, where you might want to make changes to the curriculum layout, changes to
course content, or where more outside support is needed.
Each program can decide how many courses will be assessed for each outcome. To prevent
assessment overload, we recommend you select one or two courses per outcome. Courses
taught at the mastery level are usually the best places to assess attainment of program
outcomes, but there may be exceptions where you will want to assess at a lower level
(reinforced or introductory).
To add an assessment course, first select the program outcome at the top, then click “add or
edit assessments.” A window will pop-up where you can add or delete assessment courses.

Reviewing Your Program Map

First, scroll through and select a
program outcome

Click to add one or more
assessment courses for this
program outcome

Assessment courses
will show a star icon
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Select an assessment course and
click “add assessment”

Remove
assessment courses

Course Assessment of Program Outcomes
In the previous two sections you learned how to map courses and how to designate courses
for assessment. If you’ve completed those steps, faculty in program assessment courses will
now see an extra assessment module on their Course Outcome Assessment page.
On the assessment module, faculty will identify direct assessment measures in their courses
which will be used to assess the linked program outcomes. Direct measures can be any
assessment of student work that requires students to produce or demonstrate evidence of
learning. Some examples of direct measures are exam scores, evaluation of written work,
performance evaluations, or observations of student behavior conducted through a systemic
process.
Faculty will then identify three important values for assessing student work:
1. Score – the student score that will indicate successful attainment of the program outcome.
This will usually be higher than a passing score. (Examples: a score of 85 out of 100 points on
the final exam; at least 24 out of 30 rubric points on a performance evaluation).
2. Success Threshold – the percentage of students that will meet the score for the program
outcome to be considered successful.
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3. Warning Threshold – the lower threshold percentage of students achieving the score. If the
percentage of students fall below this threshold, an action should be taken by the program
or the instructor.

Adding Assessment Measures and Thresholds
If an instructor is teaching a program assessment course, they can use the following method to
enter assessment measures and thresholds for their course. A second method is available for a
program administrator to enter assessment methods/thresholds for all classes via an admin
page. If your program would like to designate someone as an assessment administrator,
please email their name to air@mhcc.edu
If your course has been designated as a program assessment course, you will see it appear
under “Program Outcomes” on your Outcomes Assessment page:
https://air.mhcc.edu/OutcomeAssessment/
Make sure you’re in
the right term

Click on a course
to get started
On the course page, you can begin to enter the measure you will use, the score and
description of your measure, the warning threshold, and the success threshold. (see pg. __ for
definitions or click on the help bubbles)

Fill out these four boxes

Click save
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Entering Assessment Results
Once the assessment measure and thresholds are entered on the course page, faculty can
complete the assessment by entering student results. Only the faculty member teaching the
course section can see or edit student data.
On the course page, below the assessment thresholds, you will see your student list with a
checkbox next to each student. Mark off students that achieved the desired score.

Percentage will
update automatically

Look for students that
met this score

Check off students
that met the score

Click “save” at the
bottom of the page
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Program Assessment Dashboard
The Program Assessment Dashboard is where you will be able to view all the course results for
your program outcomes. You can also document that your department reviewed the results
and linked the results to actions.

Assessment Results
Click on the “Programs” tab, then scroll or search to find your program. Click on “Program
Assessment.”
Select the “Programs” tab
ab
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You’ll see your list of program outcomes. Click each outcome to view the results. Results will be
green if above the success threshold and red if below the warning threshold. You can also
add a program review from this page.

Click on a program outcome to
drop down the results and reviews
Course results

Add a program review

Program Review
The most important part of program assessment is using the results for evidence-based
decision making and action. The program review tab is where your program can document
it’s program review process and link it to tangible plans in Unit Planning software. Each
program should complete program reviews for at least two program outcomes per year, and
all program outcomes should be reviewed at least once in a five-year period.
To begin a program review, look at the assessment results on your program dashboard (see
previous section), and have a faculty meeting to discuss your findings. You can choose to
focus on program outcomes that fall below the success threshold, or you can look at
outcomes that haven’t been reviewed for some time. Come up with some tangible changes
you will make in your program, which you can enter into Unit Planning software as a Tactic.
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To enter your review, click the “add review” button. A window will pop up where you can
enter your review date, the results you reviewed, and your findings. Your results can be from
one of the courses on your dashboard, or they can be other program data (i.e., license board
exams for those in a licensed profession). Leave “Updated Results” blank for now. Click “save”.

Linking Reviews to Unit Planning
Here’s an example of what a program review can look like. Once a review has been added,
you will see a “Linked Tactics” section. Clicking the link will add a tactic directly to the Unit Plan
for this program. You can also view linked tactics by clicking the blue tactic link. Note: if you
can’t add a tactic, open Unit Planning in a new window and make sure you’re logged in.
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Closing the Assessment Loop
When you’re working on program review in your program, it’s important to set aside some time
to review the previous years actions and determine if results have improved. In assessment
lingo, you will be “closing the assessment loop.” You will likely not complete this step until at
least 2022-23.
In the example below, the program review was done during the pilot in May 2021. To close the
loop, program faculty will come back in May, 2022, review the “NBDHE Exam Results” a
second time, and enter the results in the “Updated Results” section. If the results meet
expectations, the tactics can be considered successful and nothing else needs to be done at
this time. If they don’t meet expectations, return to the current year’s page and enter a new
program review to begin a new assessment cycle.
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Appendix D – Core Outcomes, Definitions and FAQs
MHCC Core Outcomes
During college experience, students at MHCC will have demonstrated:
Communication skills
Critical thinking and problem solving
Quantitative reasoning and analysis
Information literacy
Cultural competence
Skills to promote personal wellness
Awareness of civic and social responsibility

Core Outcome Definitions
The following definitions were developed as a guide in understanding the MHCC Core Outcomes. The
purpose is to provide greater clarity and context for each outcome. These definitions are not meant to
be comprehensive, but to serve as a tool and a starting point in the process of mapping and assessing
Core Outcomes.
Communication skills
The principles and strategies of communication can include, but are not limited to oral, non-verbal, and
written communication, as well as active listening and visual communication. Examples of oral
communication can include the development and delivery of a spoken presentation using linguistic
conventions, methods and strategies. Examples of written communication can include the use of
relevant content knowledge and disciplinary conventions, the linguistic elements of writing, and the
various strategies used to support the writing process through planning, drafting and revision.
Critical thinking and problem solving
Critical thinking and problem solving can include the abilities to use evidence and data to explain
academic or/and real-world problems; interpret and evaluate information for reliability, validity and
accuracy; develop logical conclusions that reflect the student’s informed evaluation; propose solutions/
hypotheses that indicate a comprehension of the problem; evaluate solutions for logic, feasibility and
impact; and implement solutions in a manner that addresses thoroughly and deeply multiple contextual
factors of the problem.
Quantitative reasoning and analysis
Quantitative reasoning can be defined as the application of mathematical skills to the analysis and
interpretation of real-world quantitative information from a wide array of contexts to draw conclusions
based on quantitative evidence.
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Information literacy
Information literacy can be defined as the ability to recognize information needs in context, differentiate
among information sources and formats, develop and conduct effective searches for information, select
appropriate search tools, evaluate and apply information ethically, and create and share information.
Cultural competence
Cultural competence can be defined as an awareness of one’s own cultural worldview, the ability to
recognize and respect other cultural practices and views, and the curiosity to seek to understand
complex issues through multiple cultural perspectives.
Skills to promote personal wellness
Personal wellness can be defined as the demonstration of lifelong skills necessary for professional,
physical, social, economic, mental, spiritual and emotional health.
Awareness of civic and social responsibility
Civic and social responsibility can be defined as the ability to take informed and responsible action to
address social and environmental challenges, collaborating effectively in a variety of team settings, and
participating in activities to benefit the civic life of local communities. A student demonstrating personal
and social responsibility is someone who practices ethical behavior in personal, academic and
professional settings.

MHCC Core Outcome FAQs
What are Core Outcomes?
Core outcomes are universal, institutional learning outcomes that outline the knowledge, skills and
attitudes that all students develop as a result of their experiences at MHCC. These outcomes will not be
met by a single course, but will be woven throughout the curriculum. Core outcomes are the broadest
student learning outcomes at MHCC and can be applied to everything we do, including MHCC courses,
disciplines, programs and even services. They give us an opportunity to define the educational values
that are unique to MHCC.
Why do we need Core Outcomes?
Institutional learning outcomes have become the norm in higher education. Accreditation standards
require that we have institutional outcomes along with a plan for assessment and evidence of continual
improvement. Because of this need, Dr. Al McQuarters initiated the development of institutional
outcomes at MHCC, called Core Outcomes. Having a set of clearly defined institutional learning
outcomes is the first step in identifying gaps in student learning and implementing changes to improve
student success.
Are Core Outcomes the same as General Education outcomes?
As opposed to Gen Ed Outcomes, Core Outcomes are designed to apply universally to all MHCC
educational activities. Core Outcomes are also designed with assessment in mind. Gen Eds are often
mandated by the state and don’t require overall assessment of student learning. Core Outcomes are
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specifically designed to assess whether, on the whole, MHCC students are achieving defined learning
outcomes.
How do Core Outcomes relate to Unit Planning?
Unit Plans are specific action plans that relate to MHCC’s organizational goals. Core Outcomes are
student learning outcomes. Similar to course learning outcomes, Core Outcomes represent the
knowledge, skills and attitudes that students should possess and can demonstrate by the end of a
learning experience. While Core Outcomes are distinct form Unit Plans, the two work together when
assessment leads to action. Core Outcomes are used with assessment tools to identify gaps in student
achievement. Once identified, a plan of action can be developed and entered into Unit Plans.
How were these draft outcomes developed?
Dr. Al McQuarters asked the Assessment Action Team (AAT) to develop a set of draft Core Outcomes.
The AAT was selected because the team has broad faculty representation and has a history of
functioning successfully together as a working group. The AAT has completed the initial draft and has
passed the draft Core Outcomes up to the Institutional Effectiveness Council (IEC). The IEC will share the
outcomes with faculty and other members of the MHCC community for feedback, then the outcomes
will go to the President’s Council for final approval.
What does this mean for me as an instructor?
In order to be effective, Core Outcomes will need to be aligned with courses and programs, tied to
student learning activities, and backed by evidence of student learning. This will likely involve curriculum
mapping and linking outcomes to specific course assessments. The Assessment Action Team (AAT) is
reviewing models of assessment and is in the beginning stages of identifying/developing a suitable
model for MHCC. While the team doesn’t yet have specifics, you can expect that proposed assessment
plans will be given time for faculty review and piloting before final implementation.
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Appendix E – MHCC Outcomes Diagram
At MHCC, we assess Core Outcomes, Program Outcomes, and Course Outcomes to ensure student learning
achievement and to provide us with decision-making data for improvement of instruction and to inform planning.

Campus-wide outcomes
mapped throughout the
curriculum (not every
course). Used to identify
gaps in student learning.
Assessment plan is under
development.

MHCC Core Outcomes: By the end of their college
experience, MHCC students will have
demonstrated the following:
1.
Communication skills;
2.
Critical thinking and problem solving;
3.
Quantitative reasoning and analysis;
4.
Information literacy;
5.
Cultural competence;
6.
Skills to promote personal wellness; and
7.
Awareness of civic and social responsibility.

Core Outcomes
Most universal, big-picture
outcomes. What students should
know/be able to do at the end of
their MHCC experience.
Mandated by accreditation.

Gen Ed Degree Requirements
Mandated by the state, differ between
different degrees, not directly
assessable. These have criteria a class
must meet to say it satisfies a “gen ed”
requirement.

Assessed within
one course by
faculty.
Used for end-ofterm Course
Outcome
Assessment and
Reflection, and by
faculty for course
improvement.

Program Outcomes
Mostly for CTE, may be
mandated by accrediting body

Course Outcomes
3-5 of them per class. A bigger
picture of what you want students to
be able to do by end of class.

Student Learning Objectives
Specific, measurable, what you
assess with a specific quiz question

Assessed by
program (end of
program exam,
portfolio, etc.)

Example: BI101 Course Outcome 1: Apply the
scientific method to biological questions by
designing experiments and using the resulting data
to form and communicate a conclusion.
SLO 1a. Design a controlled experiment to answer a
biological question.
1b. Predict the outcome of an experiment.
1c. Collect, manipulate, and analyze quantitative
and qualitative data.
1d. Form and communicate a conclusion to a
biological question, based on data.

MHCC Mission, Vision, Goals and Strategies
Unit Planning Objectives
Larger goals that flow from the strategies and can apply
to broad areas, such as all of instruction.

Unit Planning Tactics
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Appendix F – Core Outcome Draft AAT Working Draft: Core Outcome Assessment Plan

Assessment Purpose
What is the purpose of the assessment? What question is being answered?

-

Core Outcomes define the universal knowledge, skills and attitudes that all MHCC students will
develop during their time as a student.
The purpose of mapping Core Outcomes is to determine the extent to which, by the end of a
degree path or program path, students are exposed to all core outcomes.
The purpose of assessment is to determine whether, during their college experience, students
have demonstrated achievement of Core Outcomes. Assessment can be used to identify gaps in
student learning at the course level, as well as gaps at the program or degree level. Assessment
can also reveal gaps in achievement across demographic groups.

Assessment Method
How are outcomes mapped? What tools are used for assessment (for example, rubrics) and at what
level? How standardized and prescriptive is the analysis for faculty? How often is assessment done? How
does assessment interact with other outcome assessments (program, course, etc.)

-

-

-

Core Outcomes will be mapped to courses throughout the college. Faculty can map to any outcome
(at least one outcome) that is relevant to their course.
At least initially, there will be no requirement for programs or departments to address every
outcome.
In these assessment courses, faculty will use a rubric to evaluate student work. The goal will not be
to grade the student work, but to evaluate whether each student has met the Core Outcome (to be
aggregated by AIR software).
Rubrics will be developed based on AACU’s VALUE rubrics. For each Core Outcome there will be a
suggested rubric, including some optional criteria. Departments and programs can use the rubric asis, or can edit the rubric. If the rubric is edited it should be used consistently across the department
or program.
The goal will be for MHCC to assess two Core Outcomes each year. They will be same for everyone.

Timeline
Red items are new for that year, green are continuing from the previous year.

Year One (21-22)
-

MHCC (who?) will identify two Core Outcomes to focus on for next year (22-23)
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-

Training faculty
The focus for faculty will be on mapping outcomes and on identifying courses to be assessed in
2022-23.
Faculty can also decide if they will use the rubrics as-is, or they can work on editing rubrics for the
upcoming outcomes.
In addition, some programs and departments will begin piloting assessment.

Year Two (22-23)
-

All programs and departments will assess the two core outcomes in identified courses using the
rubrics
Programs/depts will also continue the steps to set up the next year - identify classes to be assessed
in the third year, and decide on rubrics.
Training faculty

Year Three (23-24)
-

By the third year, programs/depts will assess two new core outcomes in identified courses.
Programs/depts will continue the steps to set up the next year - identify classes to be assessed in
the fourth year, and decide on rubrics.
Training faculty
In fall, programs/depts will review results (during in-service?) and create an action plan.
Courses that were assessed in year two will continue to re-assess in year three.

Year Four (24-25)
-

Will be similar to year three (all the steps in year three), but will also include closing the loop on
year two courses

Development
What is the development plan? Who is responsible for developing and implementing the assessment
plan? Who develops the tools? Who is responsible for ongoing review of the system?

-

Rubrics will be developed based on the VALUE rubrics from the American Association of Colleges
and Universities. (AAT working group?)
Software development will be needed to support mapping, data collection, analysis and reporting.
Software testing and review by the AAT.
AAT will be responsible for ongoing monitoring and review of the pilot phase and beyond.

Faculty Impact
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What work will be required of faculty? How many courses will be impacted? What will be done by
course instructors and what faculty work will be done outside of courses (i.e., assessing artifacts from
other classes, committee work, etc.)

-

-

Programs/depts will be responsible for all the steps listed in the timeline above: identifying
courses for assessment, deciding on rubrics and any optional rubric development, reviewing
results of assessment, creating action plans
Faculty, initial – mapping courses to at least one rubric
Faculty, ongoing – (only some faculty) identifying assignments that align with core outcomes,
using a rubric to assess student work at least twice, uploading results to AIR software
Committee work by faculty on AAT and additional faculty if a Core Outcome Committee is
created (details below, under “committee structure”).

Data Collection
How is data collected and collated? Is data collection done through a web app, a document template, or
other method? Who is responsible for submitting the data? Who is responsible for collecting and
maintaining the data?

The method of collection will be developed by AIR with feedback from the AAT. Similar to Course
Outcomes Assessment, faculty will be responsible for collecting and entering assessment data and AIR
will be responsible for collection infrastructure, support and training.

Review and Analysis
How are results shared and what level of analysis is done before sharing the data? Who reviews the data
and what is the review process?

AIR software will collate for displaying/reporting data. The purpose of AIR software will be to minimize
the faculty time spent on collection/analysis of data and free up faculty time for discussion of results. A
Core Outcome Committee will meet to discuss the results and report out to faculty. Instructional
departments will spend time reviewing results as well.

Committee Structure
Is there a committee or a group of committees for ongoing assessment work? What is their role?
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-

-

A Core Outcome Committee will be developed to review to the results of Core Outcome assessment,
suggest topics to be addressed, and make overall institutional recommendations. AIR will support
the committee in evaluating assessment data.
Assessment results from the Core Outcome committee will also be shared with faculty to develop
departmental and instructional strategies for addressing assessment results. This can be done
during faculty in-service, or during dedicated faculty assessment days.

Closing the Loop/Continuous Improvement
How is assessment data used to effect meaningful change and continuous improvement? Who makes
recommendations, how are the actions implemented, and how are the results of actions reviewed?

-

In addition to reviewing results, the Core Outcome Committee will re-visit the actions taken
from previous year and review updated assessment results.
Instructional departments will also need to revisit assessment results a second time after
developing an assessment plan.
After their initial course assessment, faculty will assess the course a second time to close the
loop. This would apply to classes identified in action plans.

Additional Resources
What other resources are needed? For example – training and support resources for faculty; faculty or
staff hours for training, research, committee work and administrative work; software development
work; contract work

-

Significant training and support from AIR, including training events, the development of support
resources, tech support, and ongoing support/training for use of the system.
It may be necessary to provide more support than what AIR can provide alone. This could be
faculty work units for embedded assessment faculty in instructional departments.
If significant faculty time is required for assessment work, there could be a cost to pay part-time
faculty.
Some additional faculty time might be required in addition to in-service, such as a dedicated
assessment days
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